METHOD FOR INSTALLING AN UNDERSEA CATHEDRAL RISER

In this invention a method is described for launching a steel cathedrall riser (SCR) from the seabed to the surface. Basically the method comprises three stages. During the first stage, joints are continually welded to the metal pipe resting on the seabed to form the length of the steel cathedrall riser (SCR) in contact with the seabed. In the second stage a length of pipe previously wound onto a receiving device is welded to the free end of the last joint welded and then it is unwound and launched to form the intermediate length of the steel cathedrall riser (SCR). In the third stage joints are again welded to the intermediate length of the steel cathedrall riser (SCR) to form the top length of the said steel cathedrall riser (SCR).
METHOD FOR INSTALLING AN UNDERSEA CATENARY RISER

Scope of the invention

This invention relates to a method for installing an under-sea metal pipe rising in a catenary, especially metal pipes which are used to deliver oil and gas originating from undersea wells and/or gathering lines to a floating unit.

State of the art

As a result of the growing demand for oil and gas, and due to the natural exhaustion of conventional producing regions, offshore oil and gas prospecting and production has increased greatly in recent years.

New hydrocarbon producing provinces have appeared as a consequence of this increase in prospecting work. Initially, platforms fixed on the sea floor were used to receive the output from producing wells and perform primary processing, and output was generally discharged to gathering stations located on shore, relatively close to the producing region, using rigid metal pipes.

Connection between producing wells and platforms was generally by means of special flexible pipes, of relatively high cost. More recently, as a way of reducing costs, there has been a change to the use of rigid metal pipes to deliver the output from wells to primary treatment units located on fixed platforms.

With wells located at increasingly greater water depths (over 600 m) coming into production, it has been necessary to use floating units to accommodate the primary treatment units for the oil and gas produced.

This has created a problem with the use of rigid metal pipes for the delivery of output, because floating units undergo constant movement at the
surface, which makes it difficult to use such rigid metal pipes. A change has therefore been made to the use of a hybrid system, in which the greater length of the production flow line extending from the well to a specific point close to a floating unit comprises rigid metal piping, of lower cost, and a section rising from the seabed to the floating unit (known to specialists as a "RISER") comprising special flexible pipe of higher cost.

Various methods are known for installing rigid metal pipe on the seabed. Of these, a method characterized in that sections of rigid metal pipe are welded together continuously on an onshore base, with the pipe obtained in this way being wound onto a large diameter drum, deforming plastically, has become prominent. This method of winding is known to specialists as "REELING".

Long lengths of pipe which are produced on shore at a very low cost are obtained in this way, thus avoiding having to make most of the special welds for connecting the metal pipe on the deck of the launching vessel, thus reducing the time for which these vessels are used and consequently reducing the final cost.

During the operation of launching pipe wound on drums the curvature of the pipe is reversed through the use of straighteners located in a pipe handling unit appropriate for this purpose, which is normally located at the stern of the vessel.

This method has proved to be the most economical and most efficient for installing rigid metal pipe on the seabed.

In more recent years, after intense technological research and development, use of rigid metal pipes to form the ascending length (riser) connecting the length of pipe on the seabed to the floating unit has come to be considered as a replacement for special flexible pipes. This length, which would comprise a rigid metal pipe in a catenary configuration, is known by the abbreviation SCR (STEEL CATENARY RISER).

The rigid ascending length (RISER) of steel has some advantages over a flexible riser, because of its lower material cost, and also because its
installation constitutes a natural extension of the undersea pipe located on the seabed. In principle, the same vessel which is responsible for installing the rigid metal pipe on the seabed could install a rigid catenary riser.

However, this gives rise to a problem. The rigid catenary riser is subject to severe cyclical loads due to the movements of the floating unit, and as a consequence fatigue resistance becomes a fundamental property if a rigid catenary riser is to be able to offer problem-free operation, particularly at the welded joints.

In this respect use of the reeling method has proved unsuitable, because the plastic deformation which occurs in the undersea metal pipe material can give rise to serious consequences, in terms of stress concentration and the growth of defects which would be acceptable for undersea metal pipes supported on the seabed but unacceptable for rigid catenary risers.

To overcome this problem a method known by specialists as "J- Lay" is used, and this basically comprises welding metal pipes to each other on the launching vessel itself at the time when they are launched. The pipe is launched in a position which is close to vertical, which guarantees that it is installed within the elastic limit, thus avoiding occurrence of the abovementioned problems relating to the reeling method.

Although the J-lay method is a good solution, it has the disadvantage of being quite slow, and, as a consequence, has a high cost, due to prolonged use of the pipe launching vessel.

Therefore, when an undersea metal pipe which comprises a section supported on the ocean bed and a section rising as a catenary has to be installed it is necessary to use two separate vessels, one which uses the reeling method to install the section supported on the ocean bed, and a second vessel using the J-lay method to install the catenary length. This considerably increases the total cost of installing undersea metal pipe.

New solutions therefore have to be developed for launching rigid metal
catenary risers, and these must offer high performance and a low operating cost. This invention presents a solution which addresses these two requirements.

Summary of the invention

This invention relates to a method for installing an undersea metal catenary riser pipe, which in general terms comprises:

initially launching, by means of a launching vessel, a length of metal pipe which will be supported on the ocean bed, the said length of metal pipe previously welded and wound onto a recipient device, being unrolled from the recipient device and passing through a straightener pulled by a puller located on a launching ramp on the said launching vessel before being laid on the seabed,

the method additionally comprising the following stages:

a) when the said launching vessel is prepared to perform the final operation of laying the length of metal pipe on the seabed, a length of previously welded metal pipe of a length equivalent to the length required for an intermediate stretch of undersea metal catenary riser pipe has to be wound onto the innermost layer of the recipient device, and the remainder of the metal pipe which will be laid on the seabed has to be wound as the outer layer,

b) after the final length of metal pipe has been launched, the end which will be connected to the catenary riser is supported by a supporting bracket,

c) a first section is then fitted in the said launching ramp and coupled to the said end of the metal pipe which is connected to the catenary riser suspended by a supporting bracket,

d) the operations of joining, pre-heating, welding, weld inspection and coating of the said section are then performed at a working station located between the puller and the supporting bracket,

e) the supporting bracket is then operated so that it momentarily leaves the suspended metal pipe unsupported, and the latter is then suspended by
means of a supporting and lowering system connected to the upper end of the said section,

f) the support and lowering system is then operated in order to enable the section which has just been welded to be launched together with the metal pipe until its upper end is located at the said workstation, in such a way that a new section can be welded to it,

g) the said supporting bracket is then operated to compress the recently fitted section, supporting the weight of the entire suspended metal pipe and the recently fitted section,

h) the said support and lowering system is then disconnected from the upper part of the recently fitted section so that the next section which is to be fitted can be handled,

i) the above stages referred to by c, d, e, f, g, h are repeated in such a way that a sufficient number of sections are coupled together in order to obtain the previously determined length of the section of pipe which will form the length of the catenary riser pipe which will be in contact with the seabed,

j) after the last section in the length in contact with the seabed has been welded, one end of the previously welded length of metal pipe of a length equivalent to the length required for an intermediate length of the catenary riser pipe which has previously been wound as the innermost layer on the recipient device and which forms the said intermediate length is then welded to the upper end of the last section,

k) from this point the intermediate length of the catenary riser pipe is unwound from the recipient device and passed through a straightener, pulled by a puller, located on a launching ramp on the said launching vessel, before being launched,

l) after all the intermediate length of the catenary riser has been launched it will be necessary to launch the final critical length of the top of the catenary riser pipe, repeating the stages referred to above by c, d, e, f, g, h
until the length of the top stretch of the catenary riser pipe has been completed.

Accordingly, the present invention provides a method of attaching a first pipe section to a pre-reeled pipe, the method comprising:

unreeling said pre-reeled pipe so as to launch it in the sea from a vessel;
supporting in a first support located on said vessel said unreeled pipe near a top end thereof;
attaching said first pipe section to the end of said supported pipe using attaching means on said vessel.

Further, the invention provides a method of attaching a pre-reeled pipe to a pipe section, the method comprising:
supporting in a first support located on a vessel said pipe section near a top end thereof;
unreeling part of said pre-reeled pipe on said vessel;
attaching one end of said pre-reeled pipe to the end of said supported pipe section using attaching means on said vessel.

Furthermore, the invention provides a vessel for launching two types of piping which together constitute an underwater pipe system, said vessel comprising:

a reel for holding at least one length of coiled piping;
guiding/retaining apparatus comprising:
a pipe straightener for straightening the coiled piping as it is unreeled;
a puller for urging the pipe in a substantially downward direction;
a support for holding the pipe and supporting the pipe's weight;
said vessel further comprising a launching ramp for presenting discrete straight pipe sections to said guiding/retaining apparatus;
a working station providing the apparatus necessary to connect separate pipe sections together.

In addition, the invention provides an undersea pipe system comprising:
a section of pipe on the sea bed having a characteristic stress profile which has been formed from a coiling/straightening process;

a first series of pipe sections connected to said sea bed section, said first series of pipe sections not having the characteristic stress profile typical of coiled and straightened pipe sections;

a further section of coiled and straightened piping connected to said first series of pipe sections;

a second series of pipe sections connected to said further section of coiled and straightened piping, said second series of pipe sections not having said characteristic stress profile;

wherein said second series of pipe sections is connected to a floating unit..

Brief description of the drawings

The features of this invention will be better understood from the following detailed description, given merely by way of example, which should be read in conjunction with the accompanying schematic drawings, in which:-

Figure 1 is a side view showing a metal catenary riser pipe joining an undersea pipe to a floating unit;

Figure 2 is a graph showing the service life (fatigue life) of different sections of the riser pipe;

Figure 3 is a side view showing a metal pipe being launched by the reeling method;

Figure 4 is a close-up of the device shown in Figure 3 showing one end of the metal pipe being supported by a supporting bracket;

Figure 5 is a close-up side view showing the start of the process of welding one length of metal pipe to the metal pipe suspended by the suspension bracket;
Figure 6 is a close-up side view showing the start of launching the length of pipe shown in Figure 5 after this has been welded to the suspended metal pipe:

Figure 7 is a side view showing a set of lengths of pipe welded to the metal pipe suspended as shown in Figures 5 and 6;

Figure 8 is a side view showing the last welded length as shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7, supported by the supporting bracket, ready to be welded to one end of a reeled length of metal pipe in order to restart the process of lowering the metal pipe by the reeling method.

Description of the invention

Figure 1 shows diagrammatically a catenary metal riser pipe (steel catenary riser - SCR) 5 joining an undersea pipe 20 to a floating unit 25. As already mentioned above, steel catenary risers represent a lower cost alternative to conventional flexible riser pipes, although up to now it has normally been necessary to use two different types of vessels to install the length located on the seabed and the length rising to the surface.

The vessel which installs the riser pipe typically welds the sections of the lowered pipe together by means of welding equipment located on the descent ramp. The word "section" refers to at least one metal pipe prepared in an onshore operations base to undergo the process of welding on the launching vessel. Usually a section comprises more than one metal pipe welded together at the onshore operations base.

As already mentioned, this process is slow, and as a consequence costly because the vessel remains in operation for a relatively long period to lower a relatively short length of flexible metal pipe, in comparison with the reeling method of launching.

Research performed by the applicant shows that the problem of fatigue
in steel catenary risers (SCR) becomes seriously intensified in two critical lengths, the length at the top of the riser pipe, indicated by reference number 10 in Figure 1, and the length in contact with the sea bottom (touch down region - TDR), indicated by reference number 15 in Figure 1, the intermediate length between these two lengths being indicated by reference number 30.

Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of the results of tests performed to determine the service life of lengths of catenary riser pipe (SCR) 5 in relation to fatigue. The region indicated by A refers to the length at the top of the catenary riser (SCR) 5; the region indicated by C refers to the length of the catenary riser (SCR) 5 in contact with the seabed (TDR); the region indicated by B refers to the intermediate length of the catenary riser (SCR) 5; and the region indicated by D refers to the undersea pipe resting on the seabed.

Tests made have shown that the service life of the intermediate length of catenary riser (SCR) 5 is approximately ten (10) times greater than the service life of the top length, and between 250 and 300 times greater than that of the length in contact with the seabed (TDR), as can be seen in the graph in Figure 2.

Thus, it has been concluded that the fatigue resistance requirements of the intermediate length of catenary riser pipe (SCR) 5 are quite similar to those considered for undersea metal pipes resting on the seabed. Therefore, the plastic deformation which occurs in the undersea metal pipe material arising from the reeling and unreeling process in the reeling method for laying undersea metal pipes does not represent a significant problem for this intermediate length of catenary riser (SCR) 5.

The present invention comprises a hybrid method in which the undersea metal pipe is lowered to the seabed using the reeling method until the point where the length of catenary riser (SCR) 5 which is in contact with the seabed (TDR) begins (region 15 in Figure 1). From this point onwards straight sections are welded by the J-lay method until the critical length in contact with the
seabed (TDR) has been passed. Then the reeling method is again used to launch the intermediate length of catenary riser (SCR) 5 until the point where the top length starts is reached (region 10 in Figure 1), when the J-lay method is again used to weld the last joints of catenary riser (SCR) 5.

It should be emphasised that in accordance with the present invention the same vessel which carries out launching via the reeling method also carries out the launching via the J-lay method, with adaptations to the launching apparatus so that both methods can be used.

A specific embodiment of this method will be described in greater detail below with reference to Figures 3 - 8:

A) initially the lengths of metal pipe for the pipe which will be launched onto the ocean bed are fabricated at an onshore base. In these operations the pipes are welded and wound onto a receiving device or drum, using known techniques, in such a way that at least one drum containing the length intended to be launched onto the seabed is obtained. It is usually necessary for the launching vessel to perform more than one launching operation to lay the metal pipe on the seabed because of the great length of pipe which has to be laid and the capacity limitations of the launching vessel in supporting the weight of all the metal pipe which has to be laid on the seabed,

B) when the vessel has been prepared for the final operation of laying the length of metal pipe on the seabed, the length relating to the intermediate length of catenary riser (SCR) 5 (the part marked 30 in Figure 1) has to be wound as the innermost layer on the drum, and the remainder of the pipe which will be laid on the seabed (pipe 20 in Figure 1) has to be wound as the outer layer,

C) when at sea, the section of pipe which is wound as the outermost layer on the drum is launched onto the seabed. Figure 3 shows a vessel 60 launching an undersea metal pipe 20 which is the last length that has to be laid on the seabed. The pipe is unwound from drum 35 and passes through a straightener.
40, pulled by a puller 45,

D) the end of the final length of pre-reeled pipe which has to be laid on the seabed is supported by a supporting bracket 55, as shown in Figure 4. From this point onwards the reeling method for launching the metal pipe is interrupted and the J-lay method is used so that the straight sections forming the critical length of the stretch of catenary riser (SCR) 5 in contact with the seabed (TDR) can be welded,

E) the first straight section 65 of this critical length is fitted onto launching ramp 70, as shown in Figure 5, and is connected to the column of metal pipe 20 suspended by supporting bracket 55. The operations of coupling, preheating, welding, weld inspection and coating of the welded section are performed at a working station 50 located between puller 45 and supporting bracket 55. It should be pointed out that all the necessary resources to ensure required quality, such as, for example, a semi-automatic welding and ultrasound system must be provided on board vessel 60 for welding and inspection to the standards required for this type of connection,

F) after the first straight section 65 has been welded to metal pipe 20, as shown in Figure 6, the weld is inspected to check weld quality. After the weld has been approved the procedures for welding the next straight section 65 can then be started. For this a supporting and lowering system 75 is connected to the upper part of first straight section 65 to support all the metal pipe. The supporting and lowering system 75 is here represented by a cable and pulley arrangement,

G) then supporting bracket 55 is operated so as to leave the entire suspended metal pipe momentarily unsupported by the supporting bracket 55, and the latter is then suspended by means of the supporting and lowering system 75,

H) the supporting and lowering system 75 is then operated to enable straight section 65 which has just been welded to be launched, together with
metal pipe 20, until its upper end is located at working station 50 in such a way that a new straight section 65 can be welded to it.

I) supporting bracket 55 is then operated to compress recently fitted straight section 65, and then supports the weight of all the suspended metal pipe,

J) support and lowering system 75 is then disconnected from the recently fitted upper part of straight section 65 so that the next straight section 65 which is to be installed can be handled,

K) the stages referred to above by E, F, G, H, I and J are repeated until launching of the length of pipe comprising the lower length of catenary riser (SCR) 5 in contact with the seabed (TDR) has been completed. Figure 7 shows various straight sections 65 welded together,

L) after the last straight section of the critical length relating to the length in contact with the seabed (TDR) has been welded, intermediate length 30 of catenary riser (SCR) 5, which remains wound as the innermost layer on drum 35 is then welded to last straight section 65 as shown in Figure 8. From this point on the intermediate length of catenary riser (SCR) 5 is unwound from drum 35 and passed through straightener 40, pulled by puller 45,

M) when all the intermediate length of catenary riser (SCR) 5 has been launched by the reeling method, the final critical length relating to the top length of catenary riser (SCR) 5 has to be launched by the J-lay method. The stages referred to above by E, F, G, H, I and J are then repeated until launching of the length of pipe comprising the top length of catenary riser (SCR) 5 has been completed.

Use of the method proposed here makes it possible for a single vessel to launch all the metal pipe comprising both the length resting on the seabed and the catenary riser (SCR) length 5, which in itself represents a cost saving. In addition to this, through use of the reeling method to launch the intermediate length of catenary riser (SCR) 5, the time for installation of the latter is
reduced, providing a significant saving for the entire process.

The term "straight section" has been used above to refer to the non-pre-reeled pipe sections 65 which are attached according to the J-lay method. However, although preferable, it is not essential that they are straight and they could equally be curved.
CLAIMS

1. A method of attaching a first pipe section (65) to a pre-reeled pipe (20), the method comprising:
   unreeeling said pre-reeled pipe (20) so as to launch it in the sea from a vessel;
   supporting in a first support located on said vessel said unreeled pipe (20) near a top end thereof;
   attaching said first pipe section (65) to the end of said supported pipe (20) using attaching means on said vessel.

2. A method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   supporting in a second support said first pipe section (65) near a top end thereof;
   releasing said first support;
   lowering said first pipe section (65) with the unreeled pipe attached thereto;
   supporting in said first support said first pipe section (65) near a top end thereof.

3. A method according to claim 2, further comprising:
   attaching a second pipe section (65) to the end of said first pipe section (65);
   supporting in said second support said second pipe section (65) near a top end thereof;
   releasing said first support so as to no longer support said first pipe section (65);
   lowering said second pipe section (65) with the first pipe section attached thereto:
supporting in said first support said second pipe section (65) near a top end thereof.

4. A method according to claim 3, further comprising:
adding third and subsequent pipe sections (65) in the manner of claim 3.

5. A method of attaching a pre-reeled pipe (20) to a pipe section (65), the method comprising:
supporting in a first support located on a vessel said pipe section (65) near a top end thereof;
unreeling part of said pre-reeled pipe (20) on said vessel;
attaching one end of said pre-reeled pipe (20) to the end of said supported pipe section (65) using attaching means on said vessel;

6. A method according to claim 5, further comprising:
unreeling the rest of said pre-reeled pipe (20) and supporting it in said first support near a top end thereof.

7. A method of installing an undersea pipe system, comprising:
attaching one or more first pipe sections (65) to a first pre-reeled pipe (20) according to any one of claims 1 to 4.

8. A method according to claim 7, further comprising:
attaching a second pre-reeled pipe (30) to the last of said pipe section(s) (65) in the manner of claim 6.

9. A method according to claim 8, further comprising:
attaching one or more further pipe sections (65) to said second pre-reeled pipe (30) in the manner of any one of claims 1 to 4.
10. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein each mentioned pipe section (65) is straight and is not pre-reeled on a spool.

11. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein each mentioned pre-reeled pipe (20, 30) is straightened after unreeling.

12. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein each said step of supporting in said first support comprises gripping the pipe in a fixed supporting bracket.

13. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 11, wherein each said step of supporting in said second support comprises suspending the pipe using a cable.

14. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, in which each mentioned step of attaching comprises welding.

15. A method according to claim 14, wherein said step of welding comprises:

pre-heating;
welding;
weld inspecting; and
coating of the pipe section.

16. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, further comprising:

attaching part of said pipe system to the sea bed, and attaching another part to a floating unit.
17. A method according to claim 8 or 9, wherein said second pre-reeled pipe (30) is initially reeled on the same spool as said first pre-reeled pipe (20).

18. A vessel for launching two types of piping which together constitute an underwater pipe system, said vessel comprising:
   a reel (35) for holding at least one length of coiled piping (20, 30) guiding/retaining apparatus comprising:
   a pipe straightener (40) for straightening the coiled piping (20, 30) as it is unreeled;
   a puller (45) for urging the pipe in a substantially downward direction;
   a support (55) for holding the pipe and supporting the pipe's weight;
   said vessel further comprising a launching ramp (70) for presenting discrete straight pipe sections to said guiding/retaining apparatus;
   a working station (50) providing the apparatus necessary to connect separate pipe sections together.

19. A vessel according to claim 18, wherein said reel holds two separate lengths of coiled piping (20, 30).

20. A vessel according to claim 18 or 19, wherein said support is a supporting bracket (55) positioned at the bottom of said guiding/retaining apparatus.

21. A vessel according to any one of claims 18 to 20, wherein said working station (50) is positioned between said support (55) and said puller (45).

22. A vessel according to any one of claims 18 to 21, wherein said working station comprises welding equipment.
23. A vessel according to any one of claims 18 to 22, further comprising a further support (75) which is able to support a pipe's weight while the pipe moves in a substantially vertical direction.

24. A vessel according to claim 23, wherein said further support comprises a cable (75) wrapped around a pulley.

25. A vessel according to any one of claims 18 to 24, wherein said launching ramp (70) is moveable between a first substantially horizontal position and a second substantially vertical position so as to be capable of presenting pipe sections to said guiding/retaining apparatus.

26. An undersea pipe system comprising:

   a section of pipe on the sea bed having a characteristic stress profile which has been formed from a coiling/straightening process;
   a first series of pipe sections connected to said sea bed section, said first series of pipe sections not having the characteristic stress profile typical of coiled and straightened pipe sections;
   a further section of coiled and straightened piping connected to said first series of pipe sections;
   a second series of pipe sections connected to said further section of coiled and straightened piping, said second series of pipe sections not having said characteristic stress profile;

   wherein said second series of pipe sections is connected to a floating unit.

27. An undersea pipe system according to claim 27, wherein all said pipe sections are metallic and all attachments and connections are welded.
28. An undersea pipe system installed according to the method of any one of claims 1 to 17 or installed by the vessel according to any one of claims 18 to 25.
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